THE DEFENCE OF THE EMPIRE
And if you win5 and manage to establish yourselves as
the government of the country you will, of course, re-
pay us either by concessions of territory or by a general
understanding that you will put your foreign policy
under our guidance. And note that if you don't thus
give the quid pro quo this game can be played more
than once/
We saw this technique applied during the War by
Germany in Russia; its outcome was the treaty of
Brest Litovsk. We have seen it applied in its early
stages since the War in Austria, in Czechoslovakia;
and in its later stage in Spain, and applied not only
with impunity but with support and applause from
large sections of British opinion. Yet it will be a
miracle if at some favourable moment it is not applied
in cases where discontented minorities exist in British,
territories - in Palestine, India, Egypt, the Sudan,
in South Africa, There seems to be no faintest
realisation of how far this technique carries the gene-
ral march against the Empire.1 To illustrate its possi-
i On the occasion of Mussolini's visit to Libya a remarkable docu-
ment was issued officially by the Italian Government. It explains, with
great frankness, Italy's policy towards Islam, both in her colonies and
elsewhere. Details arc given by Mr. E. D. O'Brien, the Daily Telegraph
correspondent.
Referring to Moslem unrest in Palestine, Irak, Syria and Egypt,
the Italian document declares:
*We state without fear of contradiction that no power has ever
had a more strongly sympathetic policy towards these Islamic States
and their legitimate claims than has Italy.
Italy emerged from the Versailles Treaty without a mandate, and
was thus under no obligations towards the other powers, which had
freely disposed of the Moslem Orient. She was able to profit from
this freedom of action and to attempt to attract the friendship of
the independent Moslem Sates and to collaborate with them,
politically and economically.
'Where Italy has not been able to intervene directly, as in Syria
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